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Re: Council File "16-0585. "California Department of Fish and Game/Coyote Sightings '' (Comments re 
draft submission of Department of Animal Serv ices)

Honorable Committee Members:

I write to offer observations and suggestions directed to the document submitted by the General Manager 
of the Department of Animal Serv ices ( “Department") on June 24. which she characterizes, in parr, as “a
detailed plan on the Department's Coyote Management Program" ("Plan"!. My comments will address 
the document's substantive deficiencies, its omission and m isleading citation of expert opinion, and its 
failure to suggest or address elements that are essential to a document deserving of the descriptor, "Plan," 
1 will also offer suggestions for provisions that 1 believe are essential to render any coyote management
plan approved by this Committee a meaningful document.

To be clear. I do not support the indiscriminate killing or inhumane treatment of coyotes, i also 
wholeheartedly embrace the view that public education is an essential element of any coyote management 
plan. That said, 1 cannot accept the major premise of die Plan: that public education is the entire answer to 
the growing problem of aggressive coyotes in our City, a problem that one of the members of this 
Committee denominated more than a year ago as a "public safety5' issue.

5 would be pleased to respond to questions and to supply additional information should the Committee 
feel that would he helpful

Respectfully.

Mark4009:if sbcglobal met
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While the chart reports 15 injury-producing coyote attacks during the first ten months of 2015, that is 
not the full picture. Los Angeles was only one of several Southern California locations that suffered such 
attacks during that period. In May of 2015. for example, a child was attacked and injured in In ine. 
http:/'abc7.com:ypetv imnc-childs-eovote-aHack-lth-iii last-two-months/K39307, In July , there were four 
attacks within a ten day period on Irvine children. http:.Vwyvw.examiner.com/article/covotes-attack-four- 
kids-irvine-califomia town-Dlaced-on-high-alert Further, in January of 2015. a coyote attacked a female 
jogger in San Diego. http:/Avwyv. I Oncws.com/news/wuman-billen-bv-covote-while-iogging-m-
kensington-01212015

These numbers demonstrate that there was a minimum of twenty injury-producing coyote attacks on 
humans in Southern California during calendar 2015.*Fn 1 Nine of these occurred barely ten minutes
from the Department's headquarters. How, in the face of these facts, the Department can claim with a









Dr. Breck's observation is indisputable. Any Plan for dealing with what one member of this 
Committee, more than a year ago. called an issue of “public safety.” must provide lor tegular 
measurement of its effects. In oilier words, it must include a mechanism for tracking how many bold 
coyotes are threatening humans and pets: how many are being seen: and how many are encamped in the 
C ity.

Measurement of tacts tangential or irrelevant to the actual, on-the-ground impact of the Plan should 
be put to one side. 1 hus. while it may be useful or interesting to know the number of “watch" training 
sessions that have been held, or the number of citizens who are involved in such a program, these factors 
provide no illumination on the critical question of whether the Plan is making a difference in the number 
and kinds of encounters we are having w ith these bold, aggressive animals.

Given the abov e. 1 strongly urge that any coyote management plan ultimately approved by the 
Committee include a clear articulat ion of the goal of the Plan, as well as a comprehensive, systematic and 
continuous process for tracking progress towards that goal. The information gathered should include the 
number, location and times of coyote sightings: the number of attacks on pets: the kind and effectiveness 
of any hazing employed: and. of course, the number and details of any attacks on humans.

Anticipating the Department's response to this suggestion. I'd note that even if the data cannot he 
captured with absolute precision, it wi ll provide a better pool of informal ion lhan is now apparently 
available in easily manipulated form, for studying and reacting to what is actually happening in our 
backy ards and streets. Failing to include such a regime in the Plan would be tantamount to an affirmative 
decision by the Committee to "fly blind" on this critical public safety matter.

On Thu, See 24, 2015 at 5:40 PM, Mark R Steinberg -- mark4009,a sbceiobal. nei « rote:

Hello atsfitn.. Officer Dinh.
.4 message l sent to you earlier has bounced back, and / wanted to make sure it reached you.
I've been told there have been one nr mure recent coyote attacks on famous, otic a child in the Eiystan Park area. Would you 
kindly let me Know if these reports are accurate and. if so. provide the details, including the Department's response?
Thanks verv much
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—Him' long utter the smack on the child was Fish and Wildlife informed of the extern/ Prior to Fish and W ildiife 
assuming responsibility did Animal Services take any actum to deal with coyotes in the vicinity of the attack, such as 

Mfttnlkiag ihr SMART team and or authorizing the use qfintenshv hazing" tir ieihai devices '
—Did your Department issue any statement or public wanting about the attacks? Were you precludedfrom doing so prior 

to the involvement of Fisk and Wildlife?

There's no need for an immediate turnaround on these questions. Brenda. I hut* you have a feu more pressing business ir> 
attend to.

Mark

From: Brenda Bamette hrenda.barnette alacity.org> 
To: Work RSteinberg ''-'ntarkdi'etf/e-sbcghJnd.net'
Sent: Tastoday. October 13,21US 6:19 PM
Subject: He: He fJvsian Puri attacks front Mark Steinberg!

Hello Mark
Our officer* we re tailed tmi and Jidtmtroi the area.. Fm sure that the Park Rangers also patrolled the area since they 

monitor the porks regularly. The Rangers work for Rec Pork Deptruneni. i ish and midlife was coiled in right away The tw o



have.
You will need to contact each of the agencies mentioned to find out their involvement. This is oil of the information that /

Uremia
[End email exchange]

Per the exchanges above, between September 24,2015. the date of my initial inquiry about attacks in 
Elysian Park, and October 11, 17 days later. Officer Dinh was unable to supply the most basic 
information about the attacks. Indeed, on October 11,1 supplied the information to him. On the same day 
l sent him several follow-up questions concerning the attacks reported in the news. From that point 
forward, Ms. Barnette, rather than Officer Dinh. communicated with me.

In my exchanges with Ms. Barnette between October 11 and 13, the date of her final communication 
concerning my Elysian Park questions, she represented that she had little or no kno wledge of the relevant 
events. As she put it “You will need to contact [the Recreation & Parks Department and California 
Department of Fish & Wildlife]" to find out their involvement. This is all of the information that i have."

Given that the Department of Public Health reports that at least 11 humans were bitten by coyotes in 
Elysian Park between June and the end of September of 2015 (See chart in Section L A., above). Officer 
Dinivs and Ms. Barnette’s apparent ignorance of this situation is shocking, to say the least.

The question 1 pose to the Committee is whether these officials of the Department should have had in 
hand full information about the unprecedented Elysian Park events? If the answer is “yes," and if the 
failure to have those facts at hand was due to the absence of a well-defined, timely system for sharing 
amongst all relevant entities information concerning aggressive coyote hehavior, particularly behavior 
causing injury to humans. I submit that any Plan ultimately approved by this Committee should provide 
for the design, implementation and use of such a shared database. At a minimum. I suggest that the 
Recreation & Parks Department, the LAPD, the Department of Public Health, and the California 
Department of Fish and Wildlife be included contribute to the system's design.

I further suggest that, at a minimum, the shared database include ail information gathered by 
participating agencies and departments for the following incident categories:

a. Coyotes chasma or taking pets in daytime.
b. Coyotes attacking and taking pets on leash or near owners, as well as chasing joggers, bicyclists

and other adults:
c. Coyotes seen in and around children's play areas, school grounds, and parks in midday; and
d. Coyotes acting aggressively toward adults in midday.

These four categories of behavior have been identified by several experts as steps leading to the 
threshold of an attack on a human. (The categories appear in Table I of "Flow to Manage Pests," 
submitted as “Item 1in my public comment of 6/2/16) Thus, a category “d” incident would trig! r the
highest response level short of an actual attack.

In addition to serving as a tool for quickly mustering appropriate resources, the shared database 
would enable the pinpointing of areas of greatest activity, enabling the involved parties to focus efforts on
the most serious incipient problems.
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